Appendix A: Correspondence with EC on Freedom of Information request
for documents on CWP funding

Ambassador Andrew Standley
Head of EU delegation to Israel
Tel Aviv
January 30, 2013
Dear Ambassador Andrew Standley,
Based on the principles of openness and transparency in government, and pursuant to Regulation (EC) No.
1049/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council, NGO Monitor hereby requests copies of the minutes
from European Commission meetings related to funding decisions for grants to the Israeli NGO known as
Coalition of Women For Peace under the EIDHR and PfP programs.
1) EIDHR -- Coalition of Women for Peace for a project entitled “Empowering Women, Building Peace”
(August 2011 – July 2013). EU funding € 247,668
2) PfP -- Coalition of Women for Peace is listed as a partner for the project entitled “Addressing fear:
strengthening the nonviolent alternative (Contractor: NOVA –Centre per a la Innovació Social – Spain;
Palestinian partners - The Popular Struggle Coordination Committee, and Al Quds (January 2013 to
March 2014) – EU funding €355,130
In particular, this request refers to documents regarding meetings of the Selection Committees and their
recommendations, the meetings to make final awards, and any other relevant sessions.
Additionally, if not included therein, we are requesting a copy of the “scores” and “grades” in order to
understand the Commission’s decision making processes.
Similarly, we are requesting reports from the audits and evaluations of these projects.
We believe that in making these documents public, the EC will be acting in a manner consistent with the goals
and
requirements
of
“The
European
Transparency
Initiative”
(http://ec.europe.eu/commission_barroso/kallas/transparency_en.htm) and Regulation 1049/2001.
We look forward to continued cooperation and discussion with you on these important issues.
Sincerely,
Prof. Gerald Steinberg
President, NGO Monitor
Cc: Sandra de Waele, First Counselor
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April 18, 2013
The Honorable Ambassador Andrew Standley
Head of EU delegation to Israel
Tel Aviv
Re: Documents pertaining to EU funding for an Israeli NGO known as Coalition of
Women for Peace
Dear Ambassador Standley,
The response to my request for documents pertaining to EU funding for the Israeli NGO “Coalition of Women
for Peace” (CWP), dated 13 March 2013, included four items provided by the European Commission’s
Transparency Unit. Three of the documents are related to the grant under EIDHR framework in the period
2011-3, and the fourth refers to the PfP framework (2013-4). According to the cover letter, only personal data
was expunged before publication of these documents. As demonstrated below, the documents are incomplete,
and do not provide a substantive response as stipulated by Regulation (EC) No. 1049/2001 of the European
Parliament and of the Council, in accordance with the principles of openness and transparency in government.
In examining these four documents, I have the following observations, questions and requests:
1) Regarding the EIDHR funding for CWP - “Empowering Women, Building Peace” (August 2011 – July
2013, € 247,668): One of the documents consists of a 2 page table listing standard criteria used for
proposal evaluation, accompanied by two narrow columns. The first column includes a single entry
84/100, while the other 35 lines are empty. The second table consists of a single digit entry– either a 1 or
2 – on each row. This table is not accompanied by any explanation and provides no illumination for the
decision making process of the EU in making this grant to the CWP.
2) Document 2 (undated) consists of 13 pages which provide a brief evaluation of numerous proposals

submitted to EIDHR. Page 6 includes a single entry mentioning CWP’s proposal, a score of 79, and a
recommendation for funding. That is the only reference to CWP, and does not provide any information
for analyzing the level of due diligence in EIDHR’s proposal evaluation process.
My letter of 30 January requested “copies of the minutes from European Commission meetings
related to funding decisions for grants to the Israeli NGO known as Coalition of Women for Peace
under the EIDHR and PfP programs.” The two documents related to EIDHR decision making
prior to the grant does not provide minutes from meetings or any other useful information.
Therefore, I am resubmitting my request for these documents.
3) The third document related to the EIDHR grant to CWP is a Monitoring Report dated 17/04/2012, and

referring to a monitoring visit from 12/03/2012 to 23/03/2012. The first page consists of technical data
regarding the grant and fund transfers. Pages 2 and 3 include heading but no text. The blank sections are
headed “III. Grading” and “IV. Summary of conclusions (subheadings -- Relevance and quality of
design, efficiency of implementation of data, effectiveness to date, impact prospects, potential
sustainability, key observations and recommendations.”
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As the cover letter from the European Commission’s Transparency Unit referred only to removal
of personal data from these documents, I conclude that the blank pages indicate that the main
sections of the Monitoring Report were never provided in the evaluation process for the CWP
project. This would be inconsistent with decision making process based on the principles of due
diligence and good governance. (If these sections were included in the report and then expunged
from the documents, this would be inconsistent with both the transparency requirements of the
EC and the cover letter.) A response or explanation on this issue would be useful.
4) Document 4 refers to the CWP grant under the PfP framework, (“Addressing fear: strengthening the

nonviolent alternative”, January 2013 to March 2014 – EU funding €355,130). The document is entitled
“Evaluation Report, Step 3, Final Eligibility Check, 2012”, and consists of five pages (no date).This
document lists the NGOs that are recommended for selection for the award of contract, including a
project listed under NOVA –Centre per a la Innovació Social – Spain, through with CWP is funded.
This document provides no information as to why or how this project was included for funding by the
EU, or how this organization’s request was evaluated. Annex 1 (ranking according to the scores and
financial envelope) was removed from the document. There is however, no mention of CWP or of the
other partners in this project, the Palestinian Popular Struggle Coordination Committee, and Al Quds.
From this single incomplete document and the absence of additional information, it would appear
that in making their funding decision for PfP grants, the EC officials do not consider the partners
that are involved or other factors required for due diligence. Alternatively, it is possible that this
information is provided in additional documents (such as evaluation grids and expenditure
verification) and protocols that or monitoring reports were excluded from the EC’s response to
my initial request.
Therefore, in addition to requesting any comments and responses to the above analysis that you and the EC
might have, I am again requesting all documents and protocols regarding meetings of the Selection
Committees and their recommendations, the meetings regarding final awards, post-award evaluations
and monitoring reports, and any other relevant material regarding the two grants (EIDHR and PfP)
from the EU to CWP as specified. This request is submitted pursuant to Regulation (EC) No. 1049/2001 of the
European Parliament and of the Council.
Sincerely,
Prof. Gerald M. Steinberg
President, NGO Monitor
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13 May, 2013
The Secretary –General
European Commission
B-1049 Brussels
Subject: Request for Documents on EC funding for political organizations (EC) No. 1049/2001
Following Ambassador Standley’s letter of 3 May, 2013 denying our request for publication of Commission
documents under article 7(2) of EC Regulation 1049/2001, I am hereby officially requesting a review of this
response.
The initial request of 30 January 2013, which is attached to this letter, requested “copies of the minutes from
European Commission meetings related to funding decisions for grants to the Israeli NGO known as Coalition
of Women for Peace under the EIDHR and PfP programs.” On 13 March 2013, the European Commission’s
Transparency Unit replied (attached) by making four documents public -- three related to the EIDHR grant and
the fourth to the PfP framework. None of these documents provided protocols or summaries from meetings or
any other information that would comply with the principles of openness and transparency in government. In
addition, while the EC’s 13 March response claimed that in these four documents only personal data was
expunged, examination of these items indicates otherwise.
My 18 April letter to Ambassador Standley (attached) provides the evidence and analysis demonstrating that the
four documents are were heavily redacted without justification, and that they do not provide a substantive
response as stipulated by Regulation (EC) No. 1049/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council, in
accordance with the principles of openness and transparency in government.
Furthermore, Ambassador Standley’s response of 3 May cited the ECJ judgment T-17-10 (Steinberg v
European Commission) as the basis for withholding these documents on funding for CWP. However, this
judgment is clearly not relevant to the current request and was not mentioned in the EC’s initial 13 March
response. The ECJ and the justifications used by the EC which were quoted in the decision, referred broadly to
endangerment of “public security” that might result from transparency regarding EC grants to Palestinian and
Israeli NGOs. This claim (for which no evidence has been offered, and which is not consistent with EC practice
regarding grants to NGOs operating in other regions) does not apply to the CWP, which is an Israeli NGO
whose reports to the Israeli non-profit regulator are public documents. Therefore, the publication of EC
documents pertaining to the process by which two grants were awarded to this Israeli NGO can in no way be
said to endanger “public security”.
I look forward to your response,
Prof. Gerald M. Steinberg
President, NGO Monitor
Cc: Ambassador Andrew Standley, Head of EU Delegation to Israel, Tel Aviv
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